
Background Material for Motion to Create a Virtual District in Area 72

“We move that Western Washington Area 72 create a district for the online groups in the
Area.”

This material derived from the Floor Motion presented at the Assembly in October 2020, the
Ad Hoc Committee on Online Meetings in 2020, and Area Quarterlies in 2021

Historical Information

Online groups have existed for many years within Alcoholics Anonymous.  With the onset of the

COVID-19 pandemic, groups were forced to move online, and in addition, new online groups

were formed.  These online groups continue to thrive, and in most cases will continue to exist

once in-person groups resume.  Members of these groups have come from “brick and mortar”

groups, and many have joined because of other conditions that prevented them from attending

in-person groups prior to the pandemic.

Members of these groups have expressed the desire to have full participation in the general

service structure to allow their voices to be heard; to cast their votes on various issues and

motions; to be a part of the communication network that has been well established in the

general service structure (see chart 1); and to provide opportunities for service work.

Currently at GSO (General Service Office), online groups are not able to register as groups, they

can only be assigned customer service numbers.

At the request of District 17, a discussion topic regarding this issue was raised at the July

Quarterly in 2020. At the time, an Online Meetings Ad Hoc committee was created to

investigate the need for inclusion of online groups into the general service structure.

The Ad-hoc committee performed research, had numerous discussions and ultimately provided

Area 72 with four recommendations. (see Appendix II) One of those recommendations was the

creation of an online District within Area 72.  The Let’s Do It online group of Alcoholics

Anonymous selected a General Service Representative (GSR) who brought a floor motion to the

October 2020 Area 72 Assembly for consideration. At the Assembly the floor motion was voted

to be moved to the January 2021 Quarterly.  The makers of the motion have since converted the

floor motion into this discussion topic.

Problem Identification

Within Area 72, seven online groups have indicated the desire to be a part of the general service

structure.  Currently there is not a viable way for them to accomplish that.

Online groups do not have the ability to fully participate or join in on decisions at the General

Service level.  Without a district we do not have a place for our groups GSR’s to come together,



gather information, share information or a DCM that can take our right of participation and right

of decision onto the quarterlies, our current delegate and the assemblies and thus the

conference.

Online groups face challenges in full participation in the general service structure which include

the following:

• Online groups do not have full “Right of participation” as defined in Concept IV.

• Concept IV   Throughout our Conference structure, we ought to maintain at all

responsible levels a traditional “Right of Participation,” taking care that each

classification or group of our world servants shall be allowed a voting

representation in reasonable proportion to the responsibility that each must

discharge. Service Manual  p.15

• Online groups do not have full “Right of Decision” as defined in Concept III.

• Concept III   As a traditional means of creating and maintaining a clearly defined

working relation between the groups, the Conference, the A.A. General Service

Board and its several service corporations, staff, committees and executives, and

of thus ensuring their effective leadership, it is here suggested that we endow

each of these elements of world service with a traditional “Right of decision.”

Service Manual p.11

• Lack of District affiliation eliminates a key level in the general service structure

communication model ( See Attachment I)

• Tethering an online group to an existing District is not viable for these groups because

the eventual return to in-person District groups will preclude their participation.

• Often these groups have members from wider geographical areas than existing Districts,

although in general, the bulk of the group members are within Area 72 geographical

boundaries.

Proposed Solution For Discussion

Area 72 create a District for online groups in Area 72. (Original Motion)

How the District would Operate

• This District would operate in the same way as other Districts. (AA Service Manual

Chapter Three: The District and the D.C.M.)

• The Service Manual defines a district as a “geographical unit”.  For purposes of

this district, the geographical area is defined as all of Area 72.

• This District would elect a District Committee Member in the same manner as described

in the Service Manual.

• Financial Support – this district would be financially supported in the same manner as

other districts i.e. by the groups that belong to the district.

• DCM Duties – the duties of the DCM for this virtual district would be identical to the

duties outlined in the Service Manual:



• Regularly attends all district groups and area assemblies and quarterlies.

• Is the communication link between the district groups, the area and the

delegate.

• Provides reports to the GSRs/groups from the area, delegate, the

conference and GSO.

• Provides reports from the GSRs/groups to the area, the delegate, the

conference and GSO.

• Votes, where applicable, at area assemblies and quarterlies

• “By maintaining active contact, both with the groups in the district and with the

area delegate, the D.C.M. is a key link in ensuring that all the A.A. groups are

aware of the importance of their total participation in local, district, area and

world services.” (Your D.C.M.; Pamphlet F-12)

• All additional duties as described in the Service Manual.

Issues/Concerns

Will the creation of this district require Area 72 to have online or hybrid quarterlies and

assemblies?

No, every D.C.M. is faced with the decision to attend a quarterly or assembly and must

decide based on a number of criteria, including travel, cost, etc..  The D.C.M. of this

virtual district would have the same decision to face as any other D.C.M.

Will the creation of this district add any additional costs to Area 72 expenses?

No, Area 72 expenses would not be impacted.

Will the creation of this virtual district reduce contributions to Area 72?

No, the district would be self-supporting and would make downstream contributions

based on their group conscience.  Groups within this district would continue to do the

same.

If the General Service Conference ultimately creates an online area, what would be the impact

to this district?

This district would have to come to a fully informed group conscience about whether to

remain with Area 72, or join that new Area. This is no different than when new areas are

created.

If online group members are also home group members of brick and mortar groups, how would

voting be handled?

Voting by individual members should always be in accordance with our spiritual

principles and members should decide on which group to cast their appropriate vote.



• A member can vote in any group on internal group related issues. When it

comes to issues requiring a vote on a district, area or GSC level, the

member should choose only one group where they will cast their vote.

This is exactly how this operates currently when members have more

than one home group.

What will happen if there is no participation in this online district?

Nothing. There is no impact to Area 72 other than the potential elimination from the

area roll of districts.

Is there a minimum number of groups required to create a district?

No. (See Service Manual Page S31)

How will this district participate in the service committees in the area?

They will participate in the same manner as other districts.  If they have a member

willing to serve, they will participate.

What if the area committee quarterlies are in-person groups?

The committee member will have to decide whether to attend or not, just as they do

today when faced with decisions around travel, costs and time.

Has a sufficient need been established?

Based on the research conducted by the Ad-hoc Committee (See Attachment II) there

were 26 online groups contacted in Area 72 that indicated they were or might be

remaining as online.  Of the 9 that were staying online, 7 of those groups want to be

involved in District and General Service.  The remaining were undecided in part, because

there was no current way for them to be involved but would consider involvement

should a path be created via an online district.



Attachment I

AA Service Structure
From 12 Concepts Illustrated





Current Situation for Online Groups

Attachment II

Online Meetings Ad Hoc Committee Report
Area 72 Assembly

October 2020

Ad Hoc Committee Members



The committee is composed of GSRs, Alt DCMs, DCMs, and other district positions, together

representing 14 districts (2, 4, 8, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28, 32, 39, 44, 46, and 57), as well as area

appointeds, area electeds, and past delegates from panels 59 and 61. Specific members include Lisa S

(chair), Jack J (secretary), Lupita Y-M (technology host), Angel GR, Crystal S, Dale B, Dave T, Eric S,

Frank M, Geene, Jordan L, Juan MV, Keith M, Kristee M, Lee R, Linda L, Meghan K, Karen S, Noah, Patty

S, Thomas L, Will L, Geoff, Peeps, Andrea Z, and David G.

Formation of the Ad Hoc Committee

The ad hoc committee was formed on July 11, 2020 at the Area 72 July Quarterly by the Area Chair,

Heather. Alt DCM 17, Lisa S, was appointed the ad hoc committee chair.

Purpose of the Ad Hoc Committee

This committee was formed to investigate the discussion question “How can Area 72 incorporate

online only meetings, those without a physical address, and provide homegroup members of online

only meetings a voice in the AA Service Structure while supporting and ensuring that online only

meetings are able to carry out our primary purpose?”

Specifically, the committee aimed to answer the following questions:

• “What need does this serve?”

• “Is there really a problem?”

• “Is this actually a different problem?”

• “What are different options that would help solve the problem?”

Additionally, the ad hoc committee would allow those who have had experience with the same or

similar issue to share how that situation was handled and whether there are details around the topic

that are historically recorded but possibly mostly unknown by the current body.

Ad Hoc Committee Meetings Overview Summary

Since the July 11, 2020 creation of the ad hoc committee, five meetings were held on the virtual

platform Zoom. Committee meetings took place on July 26th, Aug 9th, Aug 23rd, Sept 6th and Sept 20th

and totaled 9.5 hours of focused discussion.

Members of the committee attempted to attend 56 online groups, targeting the 53 groups that had

been designated as online on websites of Intergroups and CSOs in early July and adding a few extra

since not all CSOs or district websites stated whether or not the meeting was truly online. The

committee sought to collect information regarding whether those groups currently meeting online

intended to return to face-to-face, to adopt an online and physical presence (hybrid groups) or

continue online after the end of

pandemic restrictions. Additionally, committee members hoped to hear whether groups knew of and

desired to participate in general service.

Investigation of Need / Outreach to Online Groups



The table below demonstrates the outcome of the outreach by commit members. 11 of the 56

assigned groups (20%) could not be accessed due to an incorrect website link, missing password, or

no host present. Of the 45 groups they did attend (100%), 18 groups (42%) said that they would not

be staying online after the pandemic ends. The remaining 26 groups (58%) were either planning to

stay online or had not decided with certainty. Of those 26 remaining groups, 12 groups (27%) said

they might be online, 5 groups (11%) reported that they would be going hybrid, and 9 groups (20%)

said that they were probably staying online and 7 of the groups (16%) said that they wanted to be

involved with a district and general service.

Online Groups Attempted to Attend 56 100%
Bad Password, Link, No Host 11 this number will be removed from the count (20%)
Attended Meetings 45 new adjusted total 100%
Not staying Online post-COVID 19 42%
Might be online only 26 58%

Undecided about which online format 12 27%
Going hybrid 5 11%
Probably staying online 9 20%

Wants involvement with District and

General Service

7 16%

The first two sessions were focused on reviewing background data, assigning tasks to gather more

information, and dividing up suspected online groups for committee members to visit and survey.

Most discussions were enlivened by reports from the six Pre-Assemblies held in August. The

Discussion Topic was presented at each Pre-Assembly by the committee chair. Raw capture of those

discussions was made, compiled, and distributed to committee members for summary (see pp. 4-6).

Consistent experience of committee members was that social media pages, central offices, and

intergroups too often posted misinformation for online group meetings, which complicated surveying

20% of attempted group visits. Already out-of-date links and changed or not posted passwords are

just two barriers to gaining a stronger pulse on the desire for general service by members of online

groups. Members researched ways that the General Service Office in NY registers online groups; the

history of online groups (see attachment at end of this document); and compiled spreadsheets to

track the attended groups and feedback. Members reached out to other Areas and to general and

elected servants across the country.

Throughout the committee discussions, similar to the issues raised at Pre-Assemblies, are questions

as age-old and ever-present as any in Alcoholics Anonymous: what constitutes a group, what

differentiates meetings from groups, and how can we reach the still suffering alcoholic? How does

the Right of Participation tie into this situation? Was there a demonstrated need? We discussed the

quick mobilization to online groups in the



response to the pandemic limitations. For some, the unexpected efficient urgency highlights the need

to act quickly to form a virtual district within Area 72 to allow current and future servants of online

groups an opportunity to be in service to the fellowship.

Acknowledging the cautious history of the General Service Office, mandated in the Service Manual

written by Bill W., members discussed the role of the Ad Hoc committee to research and bring to the

larger body of the assembled General Service Representatives ideas, pros and cons, and determined

that there exists a stated need for inclusion.

The ad hoc committee would like to offer 4 recommendations based on our findings thus far. We

acknowledge that today’s assembly discussion will provide a wealth of understanding regarding the

extent of the need and are eager to hear what the body thinks about this topic.

Recommendations

The Online Meeting Ad Hoc Committee recommends the following 4 actions:

• The Delegate share a copy of this report and work of the ad hoc committee to the

AAWS chair in response to his interest in learning more about what Area72 thinks

about this topic

• Area 72 request that GSO find a solution to this issue of lack of inclusion into the service

structure during the 71st GSC in 2021

• Area 72 create a new virtual district, similar to a linguistic district, to serve the unique

needs of online groups (not hybrid groups)

• The Online Meeting Ad Hoc Committee continue through the end of this rotation to
incorporate

feedback from today’s body and report additional findings at the January Quarterly


